
Just what you need in a dock

Up to 2x

more powerful than the industry standard at 130W*

Dell Business Docks deliver up to 130W of power, which is double the industry norm. This extra power provided by Dell Business Docks charges your laptop and its attached peripherals much faster than other brands’. Dell ExpressCharge charges up to 80% of your battery within an hour, so you can move at a moment’s notice with plenty of battery backing you up.

- Up to 130W power delivery
- Charges laptops and peripherals faster
- Laptops reach 80% charge in an hour and full charge in two hours

100%

compatible with the widest portfolio coverage in the industry*

With the shift toward USB-C docking as the industry standard, Dell’s range of USB-C docks are more compatible than ever. They work with any laptop, 2-in-1 and workstation built to USB-C industry standards. Dell USB-C docks provide the widest portfolio coverage, simplifying IT deployment and management over time. What’s more, these docks offer a wide range of connectivity ports allowing you to plug in to a variety of devices.

- Adheres to standard USB-C specifications
- Compatible with 2-in-1s, laptops, workstations
- Diverse connectivity and port options

2x

more manageability features**

Make the most of your Dell USB-C dock when paired with a Dell system by extending your business class features. This includes powerful management and deployment capabilities, like the Dell Command Update (DCU) that automatically checks for the latest BIOS, firmware or required drivers for the dock and PC. Plus, troubleshoot, updated, secure and manage devices remotely to save time and improve your operational efficiency.

- Dock support enabled in laptops’ BIOS from factory
- Supports Dell Command Update to offer “best known configurations”
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